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Dear Colleagues,

We write on behalf of Bernie 2020 Inc., the presidential campaign of Senator Bernie Sanders.

It is our understanding that New Jersey state law provides for the ballot "bracketing" of certain
candidates under a common "line." Specifically, candidates who file a joint petition to be nominated or
elected under the same slogan are printed on the ballot in a single row or column, referred to as a "line."
(The laws and clerk practices provide other opportunities for bracketing into a single line, but the
foregoing description appeaxs to be the principal way in which bracketing occurs, pursuant to N.J.S.A.
19:49-2). These bracketing rules may impact which candidates are eligible for placement in the first
ballot positionlduring each county's ballot draw.

While there seems to be a consensus about bracketing requirements, we have learned, from
consultation with county clerks and party officials, that there is no consensus or uniform practice among
county clerks about how bracketing impacts ballot placement. Our conversations with county clerks
have revealed that each county accords preference to a different race or office (e.g. county freeholder,
U.S. Senate, general assembly), or accords no preference at all, in determining which lines of candidates
are eligible to be drawn for First Ballot Position.

' "First Ballot Position," as used herein, refers to either the uppermost row (if candidate lines are listed in horizontal rows on
the ballot) or left-most column (if candidate lines are listed in vertical columns on the ballot), among other candidates for the
same position. For example, if columns 1, 2 and 3 list presidential candidates from left to right, in that order, column 1
would be First Ballot Position for the presidential race. But if columns 2, 3 and 5 list presidential candidates from left to
right, in that order, column 2 would be First Ballot Position for the presidential race.
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Prior efforts to obtain county clerks' rules or guidance on these points have generally been met 
with the deflective responses that no guidance exists, that the clerks will comply with the ballot design 
rules of Title 19 where applicable, and that they will exercise their discretion in some unknown and 
unpredictable way, where Title 19 does not provide an affirmative answer. These are circular non
answers that only compound the confusion surrounding bracketing practices. 

While we assume that the absence of rigid rules makes the ballot design process easier and more 
fluid for those responsible, it also introduces an element of unfairness and uncertainty for candidates, 
who may be avoidably injured by their failure to affiliate with down-ballot candidates, without fair 
warning or opportunity to compete on equal footing. This is antithetical to the spirit of the election laws. 
To that end, we are requesting the following clarifications from each county: 

1. What are the requirements and standards for running a line of candidates that would be
eligible to be drawn for �irst Ballot Position? In particular:

a. If a presidential candidate (and her or liis cielegates) does not bracket with and down
ballot candi' ates, and other presidential can idates do bracket with down-ballot
candidates would the unbracketed presidential candidate be ineligible for First Ballot
Position? If not, would The unbracketed candidate be less likely to be drawn in First
Ballot Position?

b. If an unbracketed presidential caradiclate would be ineligible or disarlvantaged in this
way, whic down-ballot candidates must a presidential candidate affiliate with to be
eligible to for First Ballot Position? What countywide or municipal taces will appear
on the 2020 primary ballot for your county?

c. If there are down-ballot candidates who are not affiliated with a presidential
candidate, is it possible that these unaffiliated candidates could be presented on the
same line as an unaffiliated presidential candidate?

2. What is the date by which a presidential candidate must notify the county clerk that he or she
wishes to jointly petition with other candidates under a share slogan?

3. What are the rules regarding ballot placement for unbracketed candidates?

4. Is there any difference between the appearance of the paper ( e.g., mail-in or provisional) and
voting machine ballots in your county? If so, how will they differ?

This letter is being sent to the clerks of every New Jersey county in hopes of receiving responses 
from each responsible office. Our campaign, however, would welcome an opportunity to bring all of the 
interested and impacted parties together, including representatives of other presidential campaigns, to 
clarify these and other points of ballot access and position. It is our goal to have equal, democratic and 
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fair access for Senator Sanders and all of the other candidates running in the June Primary. In the
interest of coordination, we will also be reaching out directly to the Secretary of State and the
Democratic Party Chair.

Very truly yours,

FOSTER GARVEY, P.C.

B ~ r ~~Y
Malcolm Seyino r

cc: Tanesha Way
Secretary of State
New Jersey Department of State
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625-0307

John Currie
Chairman
New Jersey Democratic State Committee
194-196 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08608




